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Abstract
We present two systems for rstorder typing of graph expressions in natural de
duction style conventional typing and polymorphic uniqueness typing In both
type systems typing is preserved during evaluation and types can be determined
eectively
 Introduction
Traditional functional programming languages are unable to deal with oper
ations with side eects Indeed by admitting these operations such as le
manipulations one risks the loss of referential transparency since these in
volve changing the state of an input object In recent years various proposals
have been brought up as solutions to this shortcoming 	
  The essence
of these solutions is the restriction of destructive operations to local input
objects occurring only once
The uniqueness type system for graph rewrite systems as presented in 
and  oers the possibility to indicate such locality requirements of func
tions in the types of the corresponding arguments These special socalled
uniqueness types are annotated versions of traditional Currylike types Eg
the operation WriteChar which writes a character to a le is typed with
WriteChar  Char

File

 File

 Here

 stand for unique and non
unique respectively
Uniqueness typing can be regarded as a combination of linear typing deal
ing with unique objects and traditional typing for nonunique objects with
out restrictions on their reference counts connected by a subtyping mecha
nism In fact the part handling uniqueness allows discarding of objects so it
corresponds more closely to ane logic see  A logicalcategorical proposal
for a related combination appears in 

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The present paper describes a simplied version of the system in natural
deduction style using an inductive syntax for graph expressions The empha
sis on graph denotations contrasts the original presentation which referred
directly to the nodereference structure of noninductive graph objects The
graph syntax is similar to the object language in the equational approach
towards Term Graph Rewriting of 	
We start with a specication of the formal language and dene a Curry
like conventional type system After a very brief introduction to uniqueness
typing a description of the uniqueness type assignment system is given For
both system we prove preservance of typing during reduction and the existence
of principal types
The original uniqueness type system is rather complex To avoid that
the reader gets entangled in technical details we have left out some of the
renements For instance we do not deal with higher order functions and the
reference analysis is kept as simple as possible it does not take the evaluation
order into account
Uniqueness typing is now part of the functional programming language
Clean see 
 Syntax
We present a syntax of a formal language which incorporates some essential
aspects of graph rewriting sharing cycles and pattern matching The objects
are terms generated by the following syntax
E  x j SE

     E
k
 j let x  E

in E

j xE
Here x ranges over term variables and S over some set of symbols of xed
arity we will sometimes suggestively use F for functions and C for data
constructors The set of free variables of an expression FVE is dened
as usual A term is called algebraic if it is built from data constructors and
variables only using application
Ordinary sharing can be expressed using a let construct whereas  intro
duces direct cyclic dependencies Eg the expression
let x   in zFConsxGx z
denotes the graph
Cons
0
F
G
Operations on terms are dened using rewrite rules The general form of
such a rule is
FA

     A
k
 E

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where FVE  FV

A and the A
i
are algebraic expressions We only con
sider leftlinear rewrite rules ie rules in which each variable occurs only once
in the lefthand side For example
AppendConsh t  ConshAppendt 
The operational semantics of our language is given by the concept of Term
Graph Rewriting see  Each expression E is translated to a graph denoted
by E In contrast with 	 we refrain from dening a reduction relation on
the expressions themselves
 Conventional typing
Types are built up from type variables and type constructors
   j 

 

j T
A standard type constructor is  the others are algebraic type constructors
which are assumed to be introduced by algebraic specications like
List  Cons List jNil
The function symbols are supplied with a type by a function type envi
ronment F  Such an environment contains declarations
F  

     
k
 
where k is the arity of F
In the sequel x some algebraic type system A and a type environment
F  Due to the separation of specications rewrite rules algebraic types
from applications one needs an instantiation mechanism to deal with dierent
occurrences of symbols
The algebraic type system A gives the types of the algebraic constructors
For example for lists one has
A  Nil  List A  Cons   List List
For function types we have
F F   F   
Instantiation of symbol types is dened as follows   	 denotes substitu
tion
FA  S   
FA  S  	 
   	 
 

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Our system deals with typing statements of the form B  E   where B
is some nite set of variable declarations of the form x called a basis Such
a statement is valid if it can be produced using the following derivation rules
B x  x   variable
FA  S    B 

E  
application
B  S

E  
B  E

 

B x

 E

 

sharing
B  let x 
 E

in E

 

B x  E  
cycle
B  xE  
If we consider rewrite rules the environment F should be consistent with
these rules We say that the rule F

A E say with F containing F    
is type correct if for some B
B  A

 

     B  A
k
 
k
 B  E  
Typing is preserved during reduction the socalled subject reduction prop
erty
Subject Reduction Theorem  Suppose R is type correct Then
B  E   E

R
g  E

E

  g

B  E

 
Furthermore we prove that the system has the principal type property
each typable expression E has a type from which all other types for E can be
obtained by instantiation
Principal Type Theorem  Suppose E is typable Then there exist B




computable from E such that for any B and 
B  E    B  B


   


for some substitution 
 Uniqueness Typing
Uniqueness typing combines conventional typing and linear typing through
a reference count administration An environment type F  

    means
that Fs argument should be unique for F ie should have reference count
	 In the same way uniqueness of results is specied if G     

 then a
welltyped expression FGE remains typecorrect even if GE is subject
to computation Sometimes uniqueness is not required If F  

    then
still FGE is type correct This is expressed in a subtype relation such
that roughly 

	 

 Oering a nonunique argument if a function requires
a unique one fails 

 

 The subtype relation is dened in terms of the
ordering

	  on attributes
The nonunique conventional and unique linear types are also con
nected by a correction mechanism a unique result may be used more than
once as long as only nonunique supertypes are required

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Pattern matching is an essential aspect of term graph rewriting causing a
function to have access to arguments via data paths instead of a single refer
ence This gives rise to hidden sharing of objects by access via intermediate
data nodes For example if a function F has access to a list with nonunique
spine the list elements should also be considered as nonunique for F other
functions may access them via the spine This eect is taken into account
by a restriction on the uniqueness types of data constructors the result of a
constructor is unique whenever one of its arguments is This propagation can
be expressed using the 	 relation In the case of lists for example
Cons  
u
 List
v

u
 List
v

u

is wellattributed if v 	 u Note that this indeed excludes a constructor for
List

Int


In  we described a currying mechanism for functions involving a re
striction on the subtyping relation wrt types In this abstract we refrain
from going into this
Polymorphic Uniqueness Typing
In order to denote uniqueness schemes we extend the attribute set with at
tribute variables a b a

    This increases the expressivity of the type sys
tem Moreover attribute polymorphism is needed for the determination of
principal types Uniqueness constraints are indicated by nite sets of at
tribute inequalities called coercion environments For example the type in
A of the symbol Cons is now expressed by
A  Cons  
a
 List
b

a
 List
b

a
 j b 	 a
Below S T    range over uniqueness types The outermost attribute of S is
denoted by pSq
The subtyping relation will be parametric in a coercion environment To
prepare for this we generalize the relation 	 between attributes We say that
u 	 v is derivable from the coercion environment  notation   u 	 v if
  u 	 v can be produced by the axioms
  u 	 v if u 	 v 
 
  u 	 u   u 	   

	 u
and rule
  u 	 v   v 	 w
  u 	 w

This denotation is extended to nite sets of inequalities   

if   u 	 v
for each u 	 v 
 

 By u  v we denote the pair u 	 v v 	 u We say that
 is consistent if    	


The relation 	 is extended to types the validity of S 	 S

in  depends
subtypewise on the validity of   u 	 u

with u u

attributes in S S

 One

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has for example
  List
u
List
v
Int
w
 	 List
u

List
v

Int
w

 i   u 	 u

 v 	 v

 w 	 w


In order to account for multiple references to the same object we intro
duce a uniqueness correction if the object has type S then only nonunique
versions of S may be used Given S we construct the smallest nonunique
supertype of S

u
  

 T
u

S  T


S
Cyclic objects with their inherent sharing are treated by correcting both
internal and external references to their roots
Like for data constructors function types can have uniqueness constraints
the environment F now contains declarations of the form F 

S  T j 
Instantiation of symbol types proceeds in two steps rst one may use a more
restrictive attribute environment than the one specied by FA Second the
type variables may be replaced by concrete uniqueness types with the same
attribute by substitutions   R We assume that type variables are
uniformly attributed throughout each environment type
FA  S 

S T j  

 
attribute instantiation
FA  S 

S T j 

FA  S 

S T j    pq 
 pRq
instantiation
FA  S 

S	 
 R T 	 
 R j 
A uniqueness typing statement in FA has the form B 

E  S In our
language sharing appears as multiple occurrences of the same variable Like
in linear logic we have to be precise when dealing with bases used for typing
subterms the denotation B

 B

stands for a disjoint union of bases More
over the attribute environments  are implicitly required to be consistent
The rules for type assignment are the following
xS 

x  S variable
FA  S 

S T j  B
i


E
i
 S
i
application

B 

S

E  T
B



E

 S B

 xS 

E

 T
sharing
B

 B



let x 
 E

in E

 T
B x	S 

E  S
cycle
B 

xE  	S

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B 

E  S   S  S

subsumption
B 

E  S

Additionally we have the following structural rules Weakening expresses
that one can discard unique or nonunique input The contraction rule deals
with correction of types of shared objects multiple use of the same object is
allowed as long as only nonunique variants of the types are used
B 

E  T
weakening
B xS 

E  T
B y	S z	S 

E  T
contraction
B xS 

E	y 
 x z 
 x  T
The environments  in the deduction system are global in the sense that
they may contain auxiliary uniqueness constraints attribute inqualities ap
pearing in some derivation step but not occurring in the nal basis and type
In order to eliminate these superuous constraints in the conclusion of a de
duction we rene the notion of derivability By B  E  S j  we denote
that B 


E  S is derivable for some conservative extension 

of  with
respect to attributes occurring in  the environment 

proves the same state
ments as the original  Alternatively one could extend the deduction system
with rules for explicit simplication of environments
Like in the conventional case F should be consistent with the rewrite
rules A rule
F

A E
say with F containing F 

S  T j  is typecorrect if for some B one has
B 


A 

S j  B  E  T j 
where 

denotes derivability with the restricted subsumption condition
  S  S

instead of   S 	 S


Note that if the rule contains no patterns Fx E the above conditions
simplify to
x 

S  E  T j 
The subject reduction property also holds for the uniqueness type system
cf  The decidability in the original graph framework has been addressed
in 
We are interested in attributed versions of conventional typings given
BE and  such that B  E   we wish to construct B

 S



with jB

j 
B jS

j   such that B

 E  S

j 

in the uniqueness type system
Principal Attribution Theorem  Suppose B  E   has an attribu
tion Then there exists an attribution B

 S



computable from BE and

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 such that for any other attribution B

 S



B

 B


 S

 S


 

 


for some attribute substitution 
 Concluding Remarks
We have presented a simplication of Cleans uniqueness typing system in
natural deduction style Several renements such as higherorder functions
and orderofevaluation dependent reference analysis will be formulated in
this framework Finally the relation with the approach of  and others will
be investigated
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